Why do you need an implementation checklist?
Implementation projects are always at a high risk of failing, especially
when they involve complex new technologies. The risk is even higher
when they are accompanied by a deep shift in process, in team
structure, and in mindset, such as the one that come with implementing
a new Talent Operating System in a large enterprise where rollouts can
impact different teams in a number of separate locations.
We use the term Talent Operating System (TOS) to indicate a
platform that sits in the middle of the talent acquisition function,
and manages every aspect of identifying, attracting and managing
relationships with talent. By integrating and connecting with every other
tool on the talent acquisition stack, including the ATS, it becomes the
central activity hub of sourcers, recruiters, talent marketers and talent
operation specialists.
The implementation of such a technology is not limited to the
installation of the software and the training of the users; it covers
everything from building trust and obtaining buy-in, to tracking
milestones and communicating progress the right way, to redesigning
entire recruiting workstreams and team responsibilities.
The checklist below is designed to act as a template that can
be tailored to the needs of the talent acquisition team, but can
also be used as is to maximize the team’s chances of a
successful implementation.
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Implementation for a Talent Operating System: A Checklist
A simple way to think about any implementation or solution delivery
process is to divide it into four stages: Planning, Solution Delivery,
Enablement, and Acceleration.

Step 1. Planning
 Define stakeholders

Most cross-functional projects fail at the start because the
relevant stakeholders were not aligned on ownership and
responsibilities. This is why any implementation needs to start
with a listing of all involved stakeholders.
Categorize these stakeholders by adding their names and roles
under one of the three categories below:

 Stakeholders to inform: people who need to be aware of
different aspects of the implementation, such as timeline,
expected results, success criteria, etc.

 Stakeholders to involve: people who are needed for the

implementation, whether or not they end up actually using
the product.

 Stakeholders to train: people who will eventually use the
new talent operating system in their daily work.

Pick these stakeholders from the categories below to ensure you
aren’t leaving anyone out:

 Users: these are individuals who will log in every day to

use the platform for their daily activities, such as recruiters,
sourcers, recruitment marketers, operations specialists,
admins, or hiring managers.

 Team leaders: Admins who might log in regularly to check in
on progress and view KPIs, but whose main daily activities
don’t live in the platform

 HR: other HR professionals who need to be aware of the

changes in the recruiting process that will result from this
implementation, such as integration with the tools they
use, changes in responsibilities of their Talent Acquisition
colleagues, or introduction of new tools to their own
day-to-day tasks.
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 IT: In larger enterprises, the IT organization has to be

involved early on in the buying process, as it either has
budgetary control over the acquisition of a TOS, or needs to
sign off on the purchase of any new SaaS tool, to manage
issues around security, authentication and user provisioning.
Any implementation process that doesn’t include the relevant
IT team members will be considerably stalled down the line.

 Finance: Finance leadership will be more involved in the

buying process than in the actual implementation, but it
is good practice to share at least success criteria with the
relevant members of the finance department.

 Legal: The legal department can help the TA team

ensure it stays compliant with current and potentially
upcoming legislation around candidate records and
employment law with the new platform. This could involve
the creation of disclaimers, the design of a privacy policy,
or the final checks on the compliance of data collection
and processing practices.

 Procurement or buying committee: members of

procurement or of a buying committee might have been
involved in the vetting and selection of the new platform,
and might need to be informed of the success of
the implementation.

 C-suite leadership and board members: a new TOS will

have a significant impact on the way the whole organization
acquires its human resources and maintains its employer
brand on the market, and could drive transformation in other
areas of the business, such as new team structures or new
ways of working. For this reason, relevant aspects of the
solution delivery and implementation need to be summarized
and communicated to the C-suite or board members of
the company.

 Partners: partner schools or affinity networks where you

source talent on an ongoing basis, other talent or HR
software partners who maintain existing tools that will plug
into your new talent operating system, agencies that you
use for recruiting… there are many external partners who
might be affected by a change in your recruiting operations
or processes.
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Step 2. Solution delivery
 Define business requirements
Go through a structured discovery process with your technology
provider to clearly outline the challenges that are specific to your
organization, and what configurations or customizations will be
needed to address them.
Make sure to cover the following workstreams, and to obtain a
thorough understanding of how the Talent Operating System will
address each one of them.

 Sourcing
 Recruitment marketing and employer branding
 Recruiting and interviewing
 Executive search
 Diversity hiring
 Recruiting events
 Recruiting operations and analytics
 Define success criteria
Success criteria for your Talent Operation System should align
directly to the talent objectives for which the HR department is
accountable. Clearly defined goals and KPIs will ensure that you
can measure the impact of the TOS on your ability to achieve key
business outcomes. Goals can include:

 User adoption and usage metrics, such as logins to the
platforms, activity reports, or post-training surveys

 Candidate engagement metrics, such as event attendance
or campaign open rates

 Recruitment process efficiency, such as conversion rates
 Pipeline health in key business areas, such as talent pools
in use

 Employer branding success, such as career site visits and
conversions, ROI of talent marketing campaigns

 Business metrics, such as reliance on third parties and
external recruiters

 Other metrics tailored to specific TA projects and initiatives
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 Designate implementation team
Once success criteria are set, it is easier to determine who should
own what aspects of the implementation and deployment process.
Below is the team structure that we found to be necessary for a
successful TOS implementation:

 Project business owner
 Executive sponsor
 Change manager
 HR Technology team
 Super Admins and a representative of the general users
 Global TA/Recruitment Marketing process owner
 UX Designer

It’s crucial to put the right focus on the
implementation of your TOS – you don’t get
a second chance at making a first impression.
Ross Arieta
Talent Solutions Consultant at Beamery
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Step 3. Enablement
 Plan implementation timeline
Break up the implementation program into consecutive milestones
to create a timeline. We use the following timeline:
Ways of working and migration strategy

 Process readjustment, or redesign of the recruiting process
where needed

 Team and role assessment to ensure that

team member roles and scope align with the new
recruiting process

Configuration and integration

 Data clean and data migration into the new TOS
 Backups to ensure data can be recovered in the case
of mistakes

 Customizations, whitelabeling of the new TOS
 Integrations with existing tool stack
Transition and signoff

 User training and preparation
 Plans for future growth where necessary, for example
ensuring that the TOS can scale up to adapt to a
larger scale in talent marketing campaigns or more
sophisticated analytics

 New system live
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 Enable User Success
 Identify target audiences for training

(by region, role, functional team, etc.)

 Map out learning journeys for various users
 Identify champion users within each training group
and conduct initial training with champions

 Conduct training sessions. Conduct post-training

assessments and identify any gaps that are consistent
across multiple trainees that should inform follow-up training
or resources

 Create frameworks to support learning: Provide quick

reference guides, schedule office hours with power users,
and create slack channels focused on the new TOS.

 Ensure timeline of wins and milestones is mapped out to
training program

 Plan periodic stand-up sessions to keep track of progress
and keep momentum going

 Plan periodic measurement of adoption among target
user population
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Step 4. Acceleration
 Change Management Plan
Beyond planning for the timeline of the actual system deployment
and training, a change management strategy is needed to ensure
buy-in and successful adoption of the new TOS. This includes:

 Communication schedule and opportunities for feedback,
conversation among users, questions, iteration on the
learning process

 Communication of benefits and impact on candidates and
company, as well as celebration of early wins

 Clarity around timeline including live date, tests, milestones,
to external stakeholders

 Implementation debrief
The implementation cannot be declared a complete success until
enough time has passed after the live date to see the HR and
business KPIs that were aimed for fully realized.

 Plan for ways to monitor and track success throughout
implementation against the established KPIs

 Keep track of user sentiment by surveying on non-KPI

related metrics, such as asking about tool usefulness during
training and then after full implementation

 Communicate outcomes of implementation with all

concerned stakeholders, including suggestions to mitigate
arising issues

 Make a plan to track long-term adoption and usage,
for example by revisiting metrics at every quarterly
business review
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When to start thinking about implementation
A large part of a planning a successful implementation is starting early.
Your technology provider can be a partner in this process –
ask them how they can support your organization through solution
design and implementation early in the process, when building the
internal business case for the new technology, for example,
or preparing for the RFP process. The timing and complexity of the
implementation should be a factor in the buying process, not a step
that only comes after a final decision is made.
Make sure to also ask them what they have seen go wrong in other
implementations– there is often a lot to be learned from those case
studies, and those live examples can help the talent team rally support
in the implementation from other organizations and stakeholders.

Why thinking through implementation matters
A botched implementation has the potential to make an extremely
costly project suddenly irrelevant. To deliver on the promised value,
a Talent Operating System needs to be configured and customized to
perfectly fit the teams’ workflows and goals, and to drive high adoption
rates among users. The issue is, if any of the items on the checklist
above are missed, this value is compromised.
For example, if users are not properly communicated with and
engaged from the start, the configuration process might not deliver a
solution that is adapted to their needs, or they might resist the change
more strongly, or stop using the new technology after a few months,
resulting in missed KPIs.
If IT or Legal stakeholders are not involved, they will feel less
ownership over the success of the implementation and will be less
likely to help face potential implementation challenges down the road.
If the solution design step is rushed, the implementation might be quick
and efficient, but would end up delivering a solution that is entirely
wrong for the company’s needs.
Implementation is always risky, but in the case of a TOS that can
radically change the way your organization finds and attracts the right
talent, the expected return is worth the effort many times over.
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About Beamery
Beamery’s mission is to be the Talent Operating System through which
the world’s best companies acquire their greatest assets: their people.
Beamery’s Talent Operating System combines Talent CRM, Talent
Marketing, Automated Compliance, and a Connected layer to legacy
systems, which gives enterprises the tools they need to address
modern talent solutions, from forecasting and planning, to employer
branding, to recruitment operations and business transformation.
With Beamery, companies can attract, identify and engage candidates
on one unified platform, build relationships with top talent, and deliver
better talent acquisition - at scale.
Founded in 2014 in London, Beamery is one of the leading UK
technology companies and trusted by global organizations
such as Continental, Zalando, Commvault, Grab and Balfour Beatty.
Beamery has offices in London, Austin, and San Francisco.
For more information, visit the Beamery website,
follow @BeameryHQ on Twitter, or email us at info@beamery.com.
“The best candidate experiences are powered by Beamery”.
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